[Comprehensive assessment in public health].
The Italian health system has been completely public for 25 years; it is now adopting a federal structure conferring to the single regions a leading role in public health management. Therefore clear evaluation methods and tools need to be adopted in order to guarantee equity-based decision making. Multidimensional evaluation, a method first developed in the geriatric setting, represents an extremely useful tool both to establish the best profile of assistance and to guide the management of different services. It is mainly used to evaluate health status and needs for assistance within non self-sufficient populations, largely composed of the elderly. Currently available assessment tools reveal different approaches, goals and level of accuracy. The authors have examined and compared 21 different multidimensional assessment tools adopted in Italy with a standardized method based on pre-established data collection and evaluation criteria. Both quantitative (number of items used for every single dimension or sub-dimension) and quali-quantitative aspects (level of detail for every single dimension or sub-dimension) are included in the analysis. Tools were also evaluated according to the degree of fulfilment of certain fixed requirements. In the authors' opinion, given a specific assistance setting and its users, once the goals and requirements of the evaluation instrument are clearly defined, adopting this methodology--defined as "Progressive exclusion method for easier visualization of criteria correspondence and quali-quantitative aspects", would help to identify the most suitable assessment tools to be used. The authors hope that, on a regional level, the public health system will make a greater use of homogeneous multidimensional comprehensive assessment tools in order to foster both a uniform approach towards the needs for assistance and transparent criteria of resources allocation in public health services.